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ABSTRACT
Prevalent among "third force" and other humanistic

psychologists is the assertion that "becoming a person" or
"self-actualizing" are desirable goals for individuals and for the
human race. Major writers such as Rogers and Maslow and their
followers have described the high-level humanizing process and have
developed techniques for facilitating growth toward it. However,
current trends in the so-called humanistic movement have resulted in
a situation wherein, in many counseling and therapy groups, and in
several humanistic psychology papers, the ultimate good of
self-actualization is presented exclusively in terms of intimacy,
intense emotional involvement, interpersonal honesty, and almost
compulsive self-disclosure. This seems to be produced and maintained
by two related assumptions: (1) that intimacy and interpersonal
emotional intensity are what we seek, and (2) that if we don't seek
these realms of experience, we should, and we are either mentally ill
or somehow less human on account of not doing so. These assumptions
are, however laudable for some situations, highly guestionable when
applied to all humans in all situations. This tutorial presentation
explores these theoretical, clinical, and ethical issues by means of
lecture and discussion with the audience. (Author/BW)
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Introduction

We are here today as two concerned psychologists who

have made some recent observations that we would like to

share with you. The ideas and issues we want to discuss

ori.ginated in a free-floating discussion late ,,ne night over

a bottle of wine as we were sharing our 2e-cent clinical and

teaching experiences. What happened then was a mutual con-

vergence on some things we had both been incubating about for

some time but had never bothered to share with a colleague.

WP decided that it was at least possible that our revelations

wer -,or totally unique to our experience and that, in any

ev. , we ought to find out whether others might share some

of the same concerns.

Observations

Recently we have observed a tendency for discussions of

the therapeutic process, by either clients or students, to

be dominated by a focus on the overriding importance of

1
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*_1:1(1 If-direlo.:are. For examp1, takO the folLowing

-xenang, ::weyn client and therapist occurring at the begin-

ning of thir ::econd session together:

Cl: Something happened last night that really bothered me.

Ther: Tell me about it

CI: i j11:'' couldn't get, acro:.:s what T wanted to say to him.

They: I' was hard for you to tell him what you were feeling

inside.

Cl: Yeah, I was feeling kind of angry with him, and I

know I should have told him that.

Ther: Ana you know that part of the growing you said you

wanted to do last week is learning how to be open in

expressing your feelings.

There are a variety of directions which this interview

mighi profitably take. One obvious direction is the one just

taken, where both client and therapist are focusing their

.Ittuntion on the client's inability to express her feelings.

Our concern with this direction is its apparent failure to

explore the situational context in which the client's communi-

cation difficulties occurred. We would suggest that the

situational context is an important consideration here and an

exploration of this context might moderate one's reactions

to the nature of the client's problem. For example, assume

the rollowing situational context: he and she (the client)

hav' th,sater tickets for an 8:1 performance and she is not

ready when he arrives. She does indeed have things she wants



wi*I. Lim. incivainG feelihrf*, or

sinnnnl nt *Ln* they will 1. int, ;'or *h- performanc, ii

,nrn np nnr eoneennn at *:,he *Axle nhe 12 feeling Inem.

;he isnne now b-comes not the desirability of expressing

one's nelingn openly and honestly, but rather the equally

impostant issue of when it is appropriate to do so. (We

should also g,ention the poscibility that the boy friend does

not- exist at_ all except as part nf the client's psychotic

ought processen!)

Cl; ,n:. and Staident Perceptions of Mental Health

'Ph' is a recurrent, and consistent theme in client and

n*nident mensagen today: I must become a totally open and

hones', person because that is the way to br.come a real person,

a seil-ac:ualizing person. That is the way, the only way,

tc "rcome mentally healthy. Moreover, the way to operation-

aliz all this is to make sure one's verbalizations use

personal pronouns, are delivered with body language indicating

intens -motional involvement, and aue focused primarily upon

nn,'s 1,, linFT (as opposed to one'n thoughts) regarding one's

h' s. and now experieneen. Historical references to

enenelf er more impersonal comments about one'n current

netivities at*, put in the Les:- healthy category. Verbal

U_havlos snch as social amenities, exchanges of information,

nnd -idle conversation" are seen 3s less real and open and

even lens "mentally healthy" apparently becuase they can

inve,lv- intellectual defensivern,ss and therefore get in the
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sh.)uid .mphasized here that this ir not our inter-

1.re'a'ieL of . age:: from (di ,,r s and students but rather

are telling us airec-,ly. Also these in are

of-,,n given with an emotional intensity suggesting strong

in what is being said. At times, one cannot escape

h impression of zealous members of a religious sect pro-

retyt,izinF in th, name of their belief.

Ther- se,_ms to be a new 7.eitgeist emerT5ing which re-

lects -hi humanistic psychology movement, psychology's

growing concern with social issues and problems, and evey-

body's concern with self-actualization. This zeitgeist is

also as:ociated with a view of mental health which stresses

expression and high self-disclosure as not; only

healthy but good for all people in all situations. Further-

:oe, our clients and students seem to be embracing this

z.-itgeist in such an uncritical way that the time is overdue

for a more critical scrutiny of certain assumptions which

underlie this new mental health value orientation.

Del Self-Disclosure and Emotional Intimacy

The basic assumption seems to be that, in order to be

"real" and "human", one must seek intimacy and intense

-motional involvement while engaging in interpersonal honesty

and almost compulsive self-disclosure. We would suggest that

a :,allwrficial examination Of this relay of dt,finine; real"

lnd 'hilman" gf_7;e: :1,:; Lhat it Ls, lit best, dangerously over-

*1



L::,1) t 1 fi. d and , a ;o :'J downright t .

,P L1 Cozby i 'he author of a rec(n. :.eview article on

elfiiciosurf which should :.ead by anyont who has un-

af_cepted :Ale idea that self-disclosure is the

arlswe:- ;A: interpersonal problems that a client might be

xperiencing. Cozby states that correlations between various

rypes of self-disclosure scores and various personality

measures have been generally low and often contradictory.

More importantly for our purposes, current research suggests

tha7 the relationship between self-disclosure and mental

heal!:h is auite likely a curvilinear one. Although admittedly

the natGre of this relationship is dependent upon how one

define and measures self-disclosure and mental health,

Cony is not alone in suggesting that a curvilinear relation-

ship befwe,,n the two also makes intuitive sense. The person

who rarely discloses himself to others is likely to have

difficulty in establishing any close relationships with others

and is likely to be perceived, at least by others, as mentally

unhealthy. In contrast, the person who characteristically

.--ngag' s in indiscriminate high self-disclosure is likely to

be percyived by others as overly preoccupied with self and

also mr-ntally unhealthy. In terms of current research findings,

modr.ralf, sel f- disclosure, characterised by high self-disclosure

'o few significant others and medium disclosure to other people

within thy social environment, is most highly associated with

menaL health. The liklihood that self-disclosure and mental



fi!'L say. re1:1:_ionship uifficult O yeeetwil,

Hi.nt and sludent messacr:. which sta',e that we should

:111-ing :nnermost thoughts and feulings to almont

veryon. for ihe sake of our mental health, for the sake of

'oecoming a peroon.

On Being A Real Person

So n.uch for now on the issue of self-disclosure. We'd

Like to turn our attention at, this point; to a related issue,

01(. is!me of what a real Person is. Recall our previously

mentioned observations of how our students and clients talk

about the therapeutic process using terms such as "being real,"

"openness," "honesty," "being in touch with your feelings,"

"saying what you really feel." Such terms predominate when

they talk about therapy, often even when they talk about life.

Not very often do we hear references to non-process types of

considerations: the client's observable behavior and appear-

anc, his life history and current job, family, residence

situation, or what the client is thinking about and how .ds

thought processes are working. It seems to us that counseling

and psychotherapy - and personal growth work - should focus

on the whol,. person, including his thoughts, sensations,

perceptions, behaviors and his feelings.

It is an interesting observation that one of the first

books written about "being real" was Harry Emerson Fosdick's

191;3 book entitled On Being a Real Person. Even Fosdick

defined a "real person" in terms of wholeness, integration,
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n.'i p_IFpc U 2 all fac,o, of IlLiman functIoning.

11 k ly ind c -1(11 ":1-ii(14_711,L; Or OUrr( IV 's

m'Ach of Harry Emerson Fosdick thest. days, nor is his

f.);' wovk likely to take us as far on this difficult issue

as we'a like. But certainly writings of Maslow and Rogers

are being widely read and quoted by both students and clients,

read and 'uoted accurately and inaccurately, for better or

wors, .

We L.p-nd firs; to Mac,low's writings, searching for a

f-frcsl- or special interest on teel.ings and/o self-discieure

in Motivation and Personality (V)70) and Toward a Psychology

of Peing (19G;'). We found his thirteen characteristics of

healthy, self-actualizing, "real" people. Among them were

characteristics such as "increased spontaneity," "greater

freshness of appreciation, and richness of emotional reaction,"

and "higher frequency of peak experiences." However, Maslow's

discussions of these characteristics seemed to us to refer as

frequently to thoughts, perceptions, sensations, etc., as to

feelings pt r se, and these features of experience seemed to

us lo h, vi,:wod by Maslow as valuable whether expressed to

others or kept private.

In fact, what seemed to be one of Maslow's most important

concerns was related to the existentialist idea or man's

ultimat,, aloneness, his autonomy, his individual identity.

Maslow treats this aloneness not as something to be denied or



t. eon. , 1..ut ra'her ar sometninr to acknowledged,

ps%rorvid, anu evfn cn.rislvd. Also among his

'Lirt.ea ,:haracterisTics he lists "increased detachm(nt and

desire for privacy" and "increased autonomy, and resistance

to enculturation" as characteristics of healthy people.

In short, nowhere in Maslow's work could we find even

the implication that increased interpersonal openness, honesty,

or self-dirclorure are normative characteristics of self-

actuaiiy;ation or Being. in fact, in Willard Prick's 1 Y/1

fascinating interview with Maslow, we found an anecdote that,

-1:1:* quite appropriate here. While discussing his own work

with students, Maslow said:

In my seminars I've been trying the role
of the consultant rather than the professor
in charge, and what has happened now in two
seminars was that when I threw away the
reins and abdicated power, then, these
students spontaneously went into a kind
of a T-group situation. That; is, what:
they looked for was belongingness with
ean other, communication, affection,
love, and working together, which is
realP at; a very low level of personal
development. This seminar I just, had
was a kind of a marathon which they did
themselves. I was not there. They were
in complete charge and they came out with
their eyes glowing as people usually do
from these things, but this is a re-
discovering of the...it's a dropping of
the defenses, and a rediscovering when :it
works well, of communion, of belongingness,
of love for each other which they've
never experienced, and then they take the
content and throw it the hell away. They
forget about the topic and glory in
feeling communion with each other. Then
it can make you very sad.
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cone-mod ',out tip 0v-r-omphasir

I i 'tnd i on of f.-1 ings c 01 i rs in

i r uLC human func t ion's cou ld b' a t; 1 as

-dual!: r.warding. Admittedly, this n'- "d t,o communicate

with one another, to feel broth'-Ply (perhaps by sharing

f('elinP::-) is a pr.,polent one. But Maslow' s discussions of

basic :wed molivation and growth motivation, of self-

actualization, or Being, rest comfortably only with a positive

view or all facots of human functioning working smoothly in

wholoess and integration.

la contrast to Maslow, Capl Rogers in his major pub-

cations (Clie=nt - Centered Th('rapy, ic),1, and 0,k Becoming

A Prson, 1q6i) do,'s stress feelings, interpersonal openness,

'!rid lf-disclosuri. In fact, his concern with feelings

and their viscissitudes was stronger and more explicit than

we had remembered from our graduate student days.

In the Rogers and Dymond research discussed in Psycho-

.rapy and Personality Change (1ch4), we found Rogers des-

cribing a successful therapeutic experience in terms of certain

chang.s in the client:

Thus we may conc.:lid( that, the quality of the
therapeutic experionc. is responsible for
the fact that, whey( therapy "takes," the
client be comes mere mature in his behavior -
becoming less dopendent, less boastful, loss
compulsive, less easily upset, better organ-
ized, more tolerant, more open to the evidence,
behaving in ways thal show more concern for
the discovery or the facts in the case, more
concern for the welfare of all. (p. 423)

I t)
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Lhort which would be Ly Maslow seelihs fairly

clar. How v'.-. when Rogers' presenLatien of Rogerian

11-sap.,' 1 pre,ss ir look, d at more eiosely, iL is possible

,e dor:etude ,,hat feelings as" the most important facet of

individual human functions, that the is definrd largely

in tolT.:- of feelings alo,e, and self-disclosure (especially,

disclosure of feelings) is a normative characteristic of

self-actualization, of becoming a real person.

hogers (1q(,1) states "...that when he (the client)

fully experiences the feelings which at an organic level he

is, as this client experienced her (sic) self-pity, hatred,

and love, then he feels an assurance that, iv is being part

of by` real self." (p.111) Rogers (19t 1) continues to

-mphasize and elaborate upon this theme when he states:

"When a person has, throughout therapy, experienced in this

fashion all the emotjons which organismically arise in him,

and has experinced the in this knowing and open manner,

thcn he has experienced himself, in all, the richness that

exists within himself. He has become what he is." (p. 113)

Granted, when Rogers (19(,1) describes "The Person Who

Emerrs," his subheadings are "Openness to Experience,"

-Trust in One's Organism," "An Internal Locus of Evaluation,"

and "Willingness to be a Process" which reflect no clear

differee here from Maslow or from us here today. But when

Rogers describes the seven stages of the therapeutic process,



predominantly in tom.. or how the client expressfs

rpoM the stage one "unwillingness to communicate

tc, the rirth stage where "feelings are expressed freely

:n the present," and there is "...increasing ownership of

sell'-r-eiings, and a desire to be the 'real me'," to the

rinni, venth stage where 'new feelings are experienced

with im:%diacy and richness of detail."

As Rogers (1961) continues with his emphasis on full

expr-ssion or feelings, he turns his attention to family

rolaliw,ships and asserts, by means of a sub-title, that

"H. Lationships can be lived on a real basis." Such an

assertion seems reasonable enough until the reader recognizes

that Rogers immediately equates "real basis" with "real

f(elings" as the following statement indicates: "the

client discovers, often to his great surprise, that a relation-

ship can be lived on the basis of the real feelings, rather

than on the basis of a defensive pretense." (p. 318) Note

h(re hrt this last statement can easily be interpreted to

moan that a relationship which does not involve expression

of -real reelings" is not being lived on a "real basis"

and is therefore being lived on the basis of a "defensive

prt-nse." Moreover, it is this kind of interpretation of

Rogers that we are hearing, and it is this kind of inter-

pretation that; bothers us.

Now Rogers states clearly that what he is saying is

not necessarily what we clinicians should do, or what people



LLculd be. And when one understands his important concept

of congruence, the congruence between experience and aware-

ness, at both an interpersonal and interpersonal level, one

comes away with an appreciation that beco; a real person

i.:, a considerably more complex enterprise than merely feeling

and saying what you feel. Is this what our students and

clients do not understand?

Certainly, interpersonal communication, at some level,

is essential for healthy human functioning, and emotions and

emotional awareness are important to any adequate concep-

tualization of human integration, wholeness, self-actualization,

or mental health. But that your feelings are the most impor-

tant thing about you seems to us a naive stance at best, and

an unrealistic and possibly dangerous one at worst. We

would suggest that a high rate of interpersonal communication

of emotions as a sine qua non for personality integration,

self-actualization, or mental health is an oversimplification

of a quite complex issue an that our students and clients

seem to be distressingly comfortable with the simplistic

view that feelings are the most important data as far as

therapeutic process and outcome are concerned.

Impersonal Communication

Recall now the title of our talk: "On Being Real In

Praise of Impersonal Communication." What about impersona:l.

communication, that is, simple exchanges of impersonal in-

formation like "what time is it?" or social amenities like



"how are you?" "fine, and you?" or "nice weather, isn't it"

or idle conversation at cocktail parties or in the daily

carpool? Obviously, we are not proposirs that our lives

should be filled with these forms of communication alone,

but who of us could survive socially (much less enjoy life)

without impersonal communication?

S. I. Hayakawa, a communication expert with no professional

interest in mental health per se, offers some interesting

thoughts in his Language in Thought and Action (1964).

When discussing language as social cohesion, Hayakawa states

that: "Sometimes we talk simply for the sake of hearing

ourselves talk, that is, for the same reason we play golf

or dance." He characterizes this kind of talk as presymbolic,

referring to older and deeper language functions than even

information exchanges. As Hayakawa observes: "...when we

are at a tea or dinner party, for example, we all have to

talk - about anything: the weather, the performance of the

Chicago White Sox, James Michner's latest book, or Natalie

Wood's recent picture." Rarely, except among very good

friends, are the remarks made during these conversations

important enough to be worth making for their informative

(or relationship-making) va-lue. Nevertheless, it is regarded

as rude to remain silent. Indeed, in such matters as greet-

ings and farewells it is regarded as a social error not to

say these things even if we do not mean them. There are

numberless daily situations in which we talk simply because
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it would be impolite not to. From these social practices it

is possible to state, as a general principle, that the

prevention of silence is itself an important function of

speech, and that it is completely impossible for us in

society to talk only when we "have something to say."

We would suggest today, furthermore, that it is hardly

in the interest of either mental health or self-actualization

to suggest, either directly or indirectly (e.g., by focusing

only on feeling talk in psychotherapy interviews), that

meaningless conversation disclosing little or nothing of the

self has less value than intimate, emotional, personal

communication.

So much for merely "greasing the wheels" of social

interaction. What about our clients who wish to do that and

more? If we wish to make friends, isn't it necessary to

talk about our feelings and to disclose intimate facts and

feelings about ourselves so that others "really get to know

us?" Hayakawa is instructive here:

We talk together about nothing at all and
thereby establish friendships. The purpose
of the talk is not the communication of
information (or, we would add, of feelings),
as the symbols used would seem to imply
("I see the Dodgers are out in the lead
again"), but rather the establishment of
communion. Human beings have many ways of
establishing communion among themselves;
breaking bread together, playing games
together, working together. But talking
together is the most easily arranged of all
these forms of collective activity. The
togetherness of the talking, then, is the
most important element in social conver-
sation, the subject matter, is only
secondary. (p. 72)



Hayakawa toes on to suggr,st a principle at work in the

selection of subject matter which holds that people take care

zo choose conversation topics where immediate agreement is

highly likely. He gives the following example of communication

between two strangers feeling the necessity or desire to talk

to each other:

Nice day isn't it?
It certainly is. (Agreement on one point

has been established. It is safe to proceed.
Altogether, it's been a fine summer.
Indeed it has. We had a nice spring too.

(Agreement on two points having been
established, the second party invites
agreement on a third point.)

Yes, it was a lovely spring. (Third agree-
ment reached.)

With each new agreement, no matter how
commonplace or how obvious (or how non-
self-disclosing, we would add), the fear
and suspicion of the stranger wears away,
and the possibility of friendship enlarges.
When further conversation reveals that
we have friends or political views or
artistic tastes or hobbies in common,
a friend is made, and genuine communi-
cation and cooperation can begin. (p. 72)

Hayakawa discusses a variety of other important functions

of impersonal, pre-symbolic speach - e.g., in political,

recreational, or religious rituals where not the meaning

but the utterance of the words is most important: However,

one last example seems particularly important to our dis-

cussion today. Imagine, if you will, a married couple (as

deL;cribed in Hayakawa's book) :

WIFE: Wilbur, why don't you talk to me?

HUSBAND: (interrupting his reading of Schopenhauer or the

racing form): What's that?
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WIFE: Why don't you talk to me?

HUSBAND: But there isn't anything to say.

WIPE: You don't love me.

HUSBAND: (thoroughly interrupted and somewhat annoyed):

Oh, don't be silly. You know I do. (Suddenly

consumed by a passion for logic and self defense

Do I run around with other women? Don't I turn

my paycheck over to you? Don't I work my head

off for you and the kids?

WIFE: (Out on a logical limb, but still not satisfied):

But still I wish you'd say something.

HUSBAND: Why?

WIFE: Well, because.

What concerns us today is our suspicion that'most of

our student therapists, presented with such an account by a

couple seeking marital counseling, would jump earnestly

to the case formulltion that this couple generally 1)

weren't being real with each other, 2) were not disclosing

enough of themselves to each other, 3) were not really

dealing with their feelings about each other, and 4) were

perhaps not mentally healthy themselves or as a couple.

Would they think to suggest to their troubled clients that

idle conversation, relatively meaningless in and of itself,

is imp.,,tant just to keep communication lines maintained and

open? Would they suggest that the issue here might not be

the lack of affectionate communication from husband t)
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wire, resulting in her insecurity, but rather the disconcerting

silence in the absence of after-dinner chit-chat?

We are dismayed to observe that the feeling-talk, self-

disclosure zeitgeist described earlier appears to us to bo

ignoring the need for our student clinicians to even ask

enough questions to assess accurately as typical and possibly

as straight forward a marital problem as this. And we become

particularly uncomfortable when we consider, for example,

what could happen to borderline schizophrenic clients, who

tend to concretize and oversimplify their experience, when

they are encouraged by their therapist to label their efforts

at everyday conversation as not real, not human, and sick

just because their often strenuous effort:, in this regard

are not intimate, not emotional, not personal. In over-

zealous valuing of intimate, personal, emotional communi-

cation, our students (and perhaps we ourselves) could indeed

do a disservice to clients, encouraging more self-disclosure

than either individuals or married couples could or should

tolerate, and creating more dissatisfaction with their

lives than had they never sought professional help.

Summary

In summary, we're troubled by our observations of a

widespread over-valuing of intimate, personal, self-dis-

closing behavior between people and an implied de-valuing of

other forms of human communication. Disclosure of feelings

is equated with health despite the fact that current research
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I!'-diclorure suggests that the relafionship be

disciosu and health is not a simple linear one. Purther-

mort , a careful reading of both Maslow and Hogers suggests

that being or becoming fully human involves more than getting

in touch with onc's feelings and sharing them with other people.

It. is possible that our clients and students endorse the

"fe( Ling" approach to mental health because they have over-

simplifi=d (o: been taught to over-simpl±fy) the humanistic

psy(qlology viewpoint. That, is , they ignore those aspects or

Pkwlow'L: theory dealing with the importance of detachment,

autonomy and personal privacy and they resonate most s t,rongly

with Rogers' repeated emphasis on feelings, definition c f

seP: primarily in terms of feelings, and importance of

feelings in becoming a "fully functioning" person. They also

have to ignore in Rogers (or not understand) his talk about

the willingness to allow another person to be separate and

his very complex notion of "congruence" in both its intra-

pommal and interpersonal form.

So we are calling for psychologists as clinicians,

teach rs, and supervisors to present a more balanced view

of all forms and functions of human communication, particu-

larly as communication .is related to our notions of mental

health and personal growth. Somehow, someway our clients

and rtudents need to understand that being real means being

both personal and impersonal, both open and private, and

hot it emotional and intellectual.
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